
Abstract: 

 
Introduction: 

Used resin composites in direct restoration after a while servicing by different mechanism have 

some defects. Maintenance is extended compared composite replacement. We need high bond 

strength in reparing process for clinical quality between old and new composite and required 

surface treatment for remove surface layer. Given that so far there is no study about comparing 

the effect of mechanical surface treatment on repair bond strength. This study's goal id the effect 

of two mechanical surface treatments (Er,Cr,YSGG LASER, diamond bur) on composite repair 

bond strength. 

Materials and Methods: 

In this study there is 60 cylindrical nanohybrid and microhybid composite was divided in 6 

groups of 10 by random. For microstructure and surface topography's check after surface 

treatment 2 extra samples were prepared from each group of no surface treatment, surface 

treatment with Er,Cr,YSGG LASER and surface treatment with coarse grit bur. Finally data were 

analyzied with 22 version of SPSS software and two-way-ANOVA test in 0/05 level. 

Results: 

The result showed that bond strength mean and standard deviation in nanocomposite are: no 

surface treatment (15/32±2), surface treatment with diamond bur (24/08±4/18), surface treatment 

with Er,CR,YSGG LASER (19±2/19). Also in microhybrid composite the result showed: no 

surface treatment (20/42±4/96), surface treatment with diamond bur (37/70±4/26) and with 

Er,Cr,YSGG LASER (32/49±2/50). Also seen the most bond strength in bur, LASER and 

control group and there is meaning difference in repairing bond strength in nanohybrid and 

microhybrid. So that bond strength in microhybrid group in all treatment ways is more than 

nanohybrid group. 

Conclusion: 

Considering the restrictions of this study, it is deduced that mechanical surface treatment is the 

reason for high repair bond strength compairing no surface treatment, so bur treatment has the 

most repair bond strength.  
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